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4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 “vitriol” nastiness, sarcasm, venom, contempt, disdain, hatefulness, hostility, 
malevolence, maliciousness, virulence, acrimoniousness! 
4-25-2016 Universe is a computer simulation news article - Computer simulations to keep your 
Husbands from doing what Bill Clinton did to Monica need to be written by Hillary not just 
banished to “vitriol” you too! 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 Apple is "outdated" and losing momentum to “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” for Bill 
Clinton 1984 II Society here in Key West. Clintons visited Key West and made front page news 
eating “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” then Bill almost died from them. Today, will yesterday 
after I wrote up “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” I walked out of Starbucks and some 1984 II 
"Observer" in a McDonald Shirt in front of the Hotel La Concha entrance spit at me. Hillary 
needs to make public Bill's death from “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” as Apple is losing 
momentum to “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” in our 1984 II Society. addicted to “Cheeseburger's 
in Paradise” and warrior mentality if anyone gives you a “Cheeseburger's in Paradise” warning 
label with Bill Clinton on the package it's “vitriol” you too. People told not to smoke use to go 
Postal and kill the person to told them to put out the cigarette! 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 Journal "Pediatrics" called “Parents Who Supply Sips of Alcohol in Early 
Adolescence: A Prospective Study of Risk Factors.” Our Universe is God's computer simulation 
has been on the internet news for a week now. Parents and the Journal "Pediatrics" don't have 
a Google computer simulation of alcohol or cheeseburgers to show kids and adults the goings on 
inside your Heart + Mind. Hell, Steve Jobs never knew he had a pancreatic until he got cancer, 
grin. Supplying bites of a cheeseburger to kids is just as harmful as alcohol sips. 



4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 No Gas Stations on Earth Era tanks all this and more... "Yemeni Troops, Backed by 
United Arab Emirates, Take City From Al Qaeda" By SAEED AL-BATATI, KAREEM 
FAHIM and ERIC SCHMITT New York Times and the sober-up computer simulation is a War 
Game from Microsoft but in reality the Universe + Jewish Aliens do exist at each and every star 
near Earth. 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 "A Nervous Biker’s Guide to Cycling in New York City" By COM WRIGHT-
PIERSANTI New York Times Guide to 1,001 IP invention projects in New York City by Greg + 
Wives in Key West. Hospital visitor for Medical Inventions and computer simulations of 
diagnosis, why did Bill Clinton pig out for CBS nightly news clips at McDonald when he knew 
he would end up in the hospital? Psychological Drama. 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 New York Today: The New Rules of Passover - New York Today By ALEXANDRA S. 
LEVINE Why is this Passover different from all other Passovers? The holiday has generally 
forbidden followers — including more than one million Jews in New York City alone — to eat 
cookies, bread, rice, beans and other products during the observance period. New items for 
today's Passover include chickpeas, hummus and peanut-butter-dusted corn puffs called 
“Bamba” — a hot commodity among children. The New York area’s Jewish population — the 
largest outside Israel — typically honors the beginning of the holiday with a Passover Seder, 
which this year fell over the weekend. But the celebration continues through Saturday, and local 
events include matzo tours at the Museum at Eldridge Street, children’s tapestry classes at the 
Jewish Museum and screenings of Jewish documentaries and films at theaters and centers 
across the city. Be sure to pack some Bamba for the subway ride. Work on the Computer 
Simulation of the Universe by God too. Well at least get some Jew to make a computer 
simulation of all the Jewish Children's DNA on the Subway ride, get the particle detection 
analysis from a futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the subway 
car. MIT is a big user of Particle Measuring Machines that use a laser + air. When the laser hits 
a particle in the air in a subway sample of air it recorded the particle size and how many per 
cubic of air. This Passover really needs a better computer simulation of God. Passover, Israel’s 
Earth Day celebration will be taking place on Monday, April 25, in Kishon Park in Haifa, a city 
taxed by carbon and air pollution. By YOSEF I. ABRAMOWITZ 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 



car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 created some controversy Saturday when she referenced Ms. Lewinsky, the former 
White House intern who had an affair with President Bill Clinton. Though Ms. Dawson was 
talking about cyberbullying and about being under pressure to support Hillary Clinton, the 
Clinton campaign has called the comment “vitriol.” nastiness, sarcasm, venom, contempt, 
disdain, hatefulness, hostilitys, malevolence, maliciousness, virulence, acrimoniousness! Give Bill 
Clinton a taste of alcohol, a piece of cheese burger, sex at the dinner table as a kid, preteen Bill 
Clinton. At Yale with Kerry spending thousands a week on New Haven Prostitutes. Yale Law 
School doesn't have the same course as Yale Medical School; Doctors + Dictators, grin. Does 
Caesar have syphilis, Bill Clinton, Hillary? Hillary as a preteen was Cautious but Confident, 
Considering Running Mates Mrs.Clinton is said to care less ideological sex desires. iPhone 007 
can help preteen Hillary's today. 19K will be murdered by a drunk man in 2016. This will be 
called vitriol if Trump brought it up and Hillary's girl friends in Saudi Arabia, UAE have a 
higher death count from non-drunk men via Medal of Honor code for Muslin men, women must 
not drive a gravity engine car. Inspire One! grin. 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 iPhone 007; Write your Novel titled "19K SWF Murdered in 2017 in a 1984 Society" 
Women will find less statistics for the 19K SWF murdered in 2017 - find peace of mind in the 
location-tracking features in smartphones that let them keep tabs on their children. There are 
also the dog owners who can rest easy knowing that hired dog walkers are doing their job. And 
then, there is the comfort of tracking your pizza delivery. When Lora Mastrangeli orders one 
from Pizza Hut every other week, she does not just wait for it. She stalks it. The moment her 
order leaves the nearest Pizza Hut, about 30 minutes from her home in Plano, Tex., the 
restaurant sends Ms. Mastrangeli an alert on her smartphone with a link to a map showing an 
image of a pizza delivery car driving toward her house. Since she knows her driver’s location, 
she knows precisely when to scoop her two small dogs up and sequester them in a back room to 
keep them from yapping at the driver. Now!! To cut the statistics of SWF murdered in 2017 with 
the iPhone 007. No Way said Tim Cook I hate women! Grin. I know Tim has said this. This war 
between men and women. No Gas Stations on Earth will effect this war too. And new services 
from Comcast and Time Warner Cable allow customers to see the exact location of the cable 
repairman on the way to the house. Comcast let you see OJ with the knife... as he is walking up 
to your sidewalk. Companies like Apple, too, have made helicopter parenting easier by letting 
mothers and fathers track the locations of children through their smartphones. Tracking their 
sex partners and sex acts so then don't end up like Bill in the White House with a wife who has 
to answer for his sex acts with Monica. companies like Pizza Hut, Comcast and Time Warner. 
FBI, Homeland security, cops, Bill Clintons first sex act at the White House was not with 
Monica, he just didn't get caught. Dr. Frei, the Harvard Business School professor, said 
customers would be happier if Comcast were more precise with its appointment estimates from 
the start. Dr. Frei comments on the 19K SWF murdered in 2017 will not be written up in the 
New York Times or written in a iapp for a smartphone. This is 1984 II and still Big Brother is 
watching you but not watching out for you... elite to as Mary Kennedy was murdered by Robert 
Kennedy Jr. who didn't get caught with Monica. Now You Can Write the Great American Novel 
on the Subway. By KIT EATON Smartphone and tablet apps, some of them compatible with 
Microsoft Word and Scrivener, that can help writers craft their novels, screenplays or articles. 
Write your Novel titled "19K SWF Murdered in 2017 in a 1984 Society" 
4-25-2016 No Gas Stations at Harvard. The Orwellian President of Harvard know this and let 
the AF back into Harvard, this is a war crime when we all know $777 Trillion in oil revenues 
from gas station hold up's in Boston are also a crime. Faust Signs Agreement to Recognize Air 
Force ROTC By Andrew M. Duehren Harvard Crimson 8 hours ago University President Drew 
G. Faust signed an agreement Friday with Air Force Secretary Deborah Lee James to formally 
recognize the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps at Harvard, ending a decades long 



separation between the two institutions born from Vietnam War-era protest. 
4-25-2016 

4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 
4-25-2016 Futuristic iPhone 007 that can detect the size of particle in the air in the NYC subway 
car... and arrest our 1984 II Dictators who refused air filters! 

4-25-2016 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; "Prototype: Building a Better Breast Pump, Not a Milking 
Machine" By CLAIRE MARTIN 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; "Earthquake Jolts Ecuador Into Enacting Long-Avoided Fiscal 
Changes" By NICHOLAS CASEY 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 This morning, Jews the world over will be burning the remnants of our bagels, hallot, 
and other hametz in a symbolic cleansing of our homes in time for Passover, which also happens 
to coincide this year with International Earth Day. The juxtaposition of the small billowing 
smoke piles, in the name of holiness, with the new-found attempt by the world community to 
limit gas emissions - No Gas Stations On Earth Day. Why is this Passover different from all 
other Passovers? Or why is this Earth Day different from all others? Passover, Israel’s Earth 
Day celebration will be taking place on Monday, April 25, in Kishon Park in Haifa, a city taxed 
by carbon and air pollution. By YOSEF I. ABRAMOWITZ 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton, Margarita Recipe for 
Beau + million breast cancer women. Titanium Home built by Jimmy Carter in Ecuador for 
Earth quakes long avoided like the Key West Steel Roof's after Key West burned down 3 times. 
Did Margarita's + Cheeseburgers cause Beau's brain cancer? Steve Jobs Cancer? Stage 4 
cancers? Hell Yes! NY Times link to Los Alamos to crunch these numbers is censored or just 
Windmills Cervantes is Not Getting for his 400th BDay Gift of 1 Trillion 1980 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort on the assembly lines in Dubai for his No Gas Stations on Earth; 
all destroyed by Cervantes to save DNA mutations Cervantes knew nothing about. NY Times 
knows nothing about DNA today. NY Times @ Los Alamos to crunch a story on DNA and gas 
exhaust like state of the arts, SF, Berkeley and MIT elite writers! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; "The Littlest Chess Champions at 5. At 5 Dr Katrina + Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman were watching Dad in Surgery." By JOHN LELAND 

4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 Nuclear War with North Korea helps Jimmy Carter out of his slump; death bed 
thoughts! Carter will live long enough to see the USS Jimmy Carter Nuclear Sub launch 48 
Nuclear ballistic missile into North Korea after all these years of waiting. 



4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 North Korea said on Sunday a submarine-launched ballistic missile test it conducted 
under the supervision of leader Kim Jong Un had been a "great success" that provided "one 
more means for powerful nuclear attack". 

4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton turned out to be from Hell and almost 
put him in Hell. Grin. ‘Margarita’ Is a State of Mind, and an Empire so is - No Gas Stations on 
Earth Era - will also be an Era of No Cheeseburgers and French Fries after we Marry the 
French MD women. There is a boozy, Gasoline Nascar-lovin’, nacho-munchin’ clientele, for 
sure. Attempts to build lifestyle-oriented boutique chains like Edison. "1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine a Year" as a Disney theme park with an iMac Super Computer at every table with 
links to Los Alamos Oppenheimer II + III MD women. Mr. Buffett opened his first 
Margaritaville restaurant in 1987 in Key West, Fla. It found instant success, along with the 
trillion of scooters driving by its open windows spray painting the drunks DNA with black 
clouds of diesel exhaust, grin. To drunk to know or care! Atoms, molecules and today CERN 
Top Quarks ! Glue that holds these Mad Men in Orbit with No Gas Stations on Earth is a Better 
Drink. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion to build the Yale Key West 
Medical School with BP Oil Money. Walt Disney Company to build a lavishly theme 
Margaritaville at a Walt Disney World - Lavishly theme Yale Medical School at Disney World. 
Biden would have taken Beau here instead of the Lavish Walter Reed Military Hospital. Did 
Margarita's cause Beau's brain cancer? Steve Jobs Cancer? Stage 4 cancers? Hell Yes! Carnival 
Margaritaville Ship might Dock before the Yale Hospital Carnival Cruise just back from Cuba. 
Prison Hospital Ships for No HIV, Syphilis, MS Virus, STD's on Earth. 

4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 Thousands of migrant workers who are actively building Qatar into a modern state. 
Qatar is were Bill + Melinda bought there second home. Million migrants are in Mecca this 
Sunday not at Saint Peters. They are building Mecca's Saint Peters to fit 2 million Muslims as 
Pope Francis talks the talk about other things not the 2 million workers in Mecca today all 
making more money than any Vatican workers, grin. Perks for this Mecca and Qatar workers is 
72 virgins in Heaven, grin. Bush did not think of this Shock + Awe on his Aircraft Carrier. With 
Burger's in Paradise for the Crew's perks. 

4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 Obama Says Movements Like Black Lives Matter ‘Can’t Just Keep on Yelling’ - As 
Movements like - No Gas Stations On Earth + 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year will sent the 
Black OJ's Obama created to Hell. After Cremation, Prince Is Celebrated in Private Funeral - 
Hell is Celebrating Today. Catching Up With Cervantes - Windmill Farms from GE when iPod 
size GE electric generators are the transistor era getting smaller and smaller like the Quark in 
the grain of Sand. How small can GE or IBM make a electric generator fueled by H @ -254 C... 



4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 RICHARD A. FRIEDMAN Editorial New York Times "What Drug Ads Don’t Say" - 
The Rx Recipe!!! So girl scouts reading this Times Editorial in Sunday's paper can whip up a 
new Rx Recipe for the breast cancer drug! 

4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 
4-24-2016 Sunday NY Times; “Cheeseburger in Paradise” for Bill Clinton + Hillary! 

4-24-2016 
4-24-2016 
4-23-2016 Obama on Saturday opened his last full day in London by taking in a performance 
cribbed from William Shakespeare's “Hamlet,” including portions of the prince of Denmark’s 
famous “To be or not to be” soliloquy. No Gas Stations on Earth? 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” with 
a new ending with them both 90 after a lifetime of IP invention project dialog. Only left the 
invention of this world's Quarks, Gluon bond. To us, he bequeathed his tragedies and comedies, 
his sonnets and verse, which would survive 400 years. "Inventor," agony + ecstasy to play 1,001 
Nobel's in Medicine a Year in London 2016. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — 4-23-2016 London Today looks at the "Stars" and the Queen thinks will I hear 
from Jewish aliens before I die! Tragic she had to wait until her 90th BDay! “To be or not to be” 
soliloquy... No Gas Stations on Earth Day! Earth Day II. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — 4-23-2016 London "Queen Elizabeth II, Still Going Strong at 90" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD New York Times "It’s hard to imagine Britain without Her Majesty: 
stoic, steadfast, kind, greatly revered and remarkably robust." “Her Majesty’s a pretty nice girl, 
but she doesn’t have a lot to say.” So went a Beatles song back in 1969, and in its inimitable way, 
the ditty — mildly disrespectful and yet “almost like a love song to the queen,” as Paul 
McCartney described his lyrics - No Gas Stations on Earth Today Lyrics by the Queen + Paul 
McCartney, No Way, Hell No We Won't Go... NY Times writes, "it may be hard to fathom why 



ultra-progressive Scandinavian countries like Norway cling to vestiges of a feudal order" 
Norway has $750 Trillion in oil revenues, Queen Elizabeth has $777 Trillion in oil revenues. God 
Save the Queen, grin. VW, Setting Aside $18 Billion for Diesel Scandal Costs, Queen Elizabeth is 
setting aside $777 Trillion for the Holocaust II + III birth defects and cancers caused by her 
Rolls Royce gas engine! Will the Queen live long enough to drive in a Gravity Engine Rolls 
Royce??? Cancer as the World Wide Plague with the same Rats caught by a modern day 
ElectricWindmillCar inventor, with a Rx Cure for Stage 4 discovered like the Rat. As Holocaust 
II + III BDay's in the Queens George Orwell News Papers cause her Shock + Awe of all those 
burned in oil... in 2016 and 1616. 7 million Jewish aliens will liberate the BP Oil Concentration 
camp HQ in London. Oxford Law School Warns the Queen get a lawyer from Yale Law School. 
Call Bill Clinton. What did the Queen say about the 155 Story Yale London Medical School 
building on a Eiffel Tower Structure, did she like it? Queen to Eases Decades-long Restriction 
on Star Sea Travel - modern British Fleet of Destroyers will be for Star Wars not wars on 
Earth! 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 I can’t wait to fall in love with Yale MD women wooing them with the Rx Overnight 
Cure for Stage 4. Rx Recipe in pillow talk's, grin. Light year life style from Greg's in Key West, 
grin. 
4-23-2016 I can’t wait to fall in love with you. According College Magazine, Yale is the No. 2 best 
college to fall in love. The top three spots in the magazine’s ranking were all taken by Ivy 
League institutions with Columbia at No. 1 and Harvard at No. 3. According to College 
Magazine, “No matter what stage you’re in on your romantic journey, Yale’s got you covered.” 
4-23-2016 I can’t wait to fall in love with Yale MD women wooing them with the Rx Overnight 
Cure for Stage 4. Rx Recipe in pillow talk's, grin. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 South Korea says North Korea has fired what appeared to be a ballistic missile from a 
submarine off its northeast coast. USS Jimmy Carter fires 84 Nukes into North Korea. Jimmy 
Carter gets to see his nuke sub in action before he dies, wow! Nuclear War with North Korea 
helps Jimmy Carter out of his slump; death bed thoughts! 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 175 states sign landmark Paris deal on climate change on CBS nightly news clip with 
Kerry in his "arms" his granddaughter as he signs... but Kerry Failed his granddaughter and 
Yale in signing this and not No Gas Stations On Earth yesterday as Today All Gas Stations On 
Earth are Open... Opening the hatch of the Jimmy Carter Nuke sub he will watch blast Korea 
with his granddaughter beside him on CBS Nightly News Tomorrow. No Gas Stations on Earth 
in the Paris Deal would have prevent Jimmy Carter from starting a Nuke War with Korea! 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 1984 II administration is trying to address Iranian complaints that U.S. financial 
regulations are denying Iran $777 Trillion in New Oil Revenues the sanctions relief oke under 
last year's landmark nuclear deal. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 



4-23-2016 Editorial in the New York Times Today... "The Baghdad Follies" Iraqi politicians 
seem to be squandering another chance to build a better future... with their $$$ Trillion dollars 
a month in Oil Revenue given to them by our 1984 II Dictator's. And not reported by the NY 
Times, grin. Spend a $$$ Trillion dollars in secret and its called Baghdad Follies in the New 
York Times. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 Obama on Saturday opened his last full day in London by taking in a performance 
cribbed from William Shakespeare's “Hamlet,” including portions of the prince of Denmark’s 
famous “To be or not to be” soliloquy. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 Sex on the International Space Station... American Astronaut Margaret Rhea Seddon 
logged three separate space flights between 1985 and 1993 for stretches of 7 days, 9 days, and 14 
days. In an oral history, Seddon reveals that a lot of NASA scientists expressed concerns before 
her trips about menstruation. It was, she says, one of the unknowns of space. Sex on the Space 
Station unknowns, grin. More like top secret sex on the Space Station. 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
April 23, 1616 — the creator of "Inventor," “Hamlet,” “Macbeth” and “Romeo and Juliet” 
4-23-2016 All the sex partners of Hillary and Trump made public... Yale co-authored psychiatric 
study titled “Heritable and Nonheritable Pathways to Early Callous-Unemotional Behaviors." 
Bill Clintons sex. GE mothers son who shot all the 5th graders at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School. Early Callous-Unemotional Behaviors, Mature Callous-Unemotional Behaviors." In 
Hillary + Trump, our 1984 II Dictators. GE Top Brass moving from Yale to Boston out of spite 
to cure them of Callous-Unemotional Behaviors at GE Wind Farms and iPod Size GE electric 
Generators fueled by H @ -254 C." H @ -254 C can also freeze GE jet engine pollution, 
incinerators exhaust. 
4-23-2016 Yale All researchers interviewed said that antisocial behavior is a broad term 
referring to both violent and nonviolent behavior as well as conduct disorder. Antisocial 
behavior includes verbal and physical aggression, and crimes like WAR!!. Callous-unemotional 
behavior, however, is a subset of antisocial behavior wherein individuals engage in antisocial 
behavior as a result of lack of empathy, lack of remorse or guilt and lack of fear. These low 
traits were used in the study as measures for identifying callous-unemotional behavior in 
Generals aged 27 to 90. 
4-23-2016 
4-23-2016 
4-23-2016 4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi 
Arabia" 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi Arabia" 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi Arabia" By 
CURTIS BRADLEY and JACK GOLDSMITH September 11, 2001. Doing so would imperil our 
foreign aid and the war on terrorism. 
4-22-2016 Apple-Starbucks iYaleMedical School. Yale Lawyers sue to stop it's 1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine a Year! 



4-22-2016 Saudi Arabia’s Wahhabi version of Islam, a product of nomadic desert culture, was 
practiced by a tiny minority of Muslims — perhaps 1 to 2 percent. Then came the oil boom, and 
Saudi Arabia — flush with cash $777 Trillion from the Pentagon — spread these ideas 
throughout the Muslim world. 
4-22-2016 Bin laden Construction company today has 100's of cranes at Mecca building it as 
"Saint Peters" to hold 2 million for Sunday sermon. 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi Arabia" By 
CURTIS BRADLEY and JACK GOLDSMITH 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors A Welcome and Overdue Change to the $20 
Bill. OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10. Robert Kennedy 
Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends to the $100, Now the USA has 2 murdered wife's "on the 
money!" 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors A Memorial for all the Wives killed by 
Wounded Warriors coming home from Oil Money Wars, $777 Trillion in Iraq oil revenues 
Check.‘Buddy Check on 22!’ Veterans Use Social Media to Fight Suicide. Facebook pages, video 
challenges, mobile apps and other tools engage the bonds forged on the battlefield as a platform 
for prevention. By CHRISTINE HAUSER - New York Times lobby, a memorial for Wives killed 
murdered by troops coming home from Oil Money Wars $$$ censored from front page 
headlines in the New York Times on orders from some General. 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors New York Today New York Today: A Car-
Free Day Friday: A day without cars, weekend events and Passover recipes. By EMMA G. 
FITZSIMMONS and JONATHAN WOLFE. Greg + Wives in New York Today would be 
brainstorming a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 and designing a car with a gravity engine that can fly via 
laser guidance. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - God Save the Queen... Elizabeth who's anxiety about Heaven - Hell, WW 
III, BP Oil, God is Greater; well richer in Mecca than London. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - All companies, including Apple, should pay a 50% tax rate, Apple co-
founder Steve Wozniak has told the BBC. Wozniak needs to get 50% more Nobel's in Medicine 
a year to save the life of Steve Jobs II + III, grin. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Government will just buy more War Toys from MIT another Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Sub with the tax money as the top brass have syphilis in their frontal lobes and 
"God is Great" at the Pentagon and at Mecca. God save the Queen in London, grin! 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Both make their troops saints! Medal of Honor and the 15 Saudi Citizens 
who flew into the World Trade Center are in Heaven and Honored in Mecca! 
4-22-2016 BBC News - God is Great! Any Saudi Citizen or Pakistan Muslim who makes Paris 
the next Hiroshima gets into Heaven. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Our 1984 II Dictators know this and the NY Times too! God is Great. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - No telling what Pope Francis is spending his BP Oil $$$$ Godsend on! 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Doctrines of jihad have $777 Trillion from gas station hold ups in the 
USA. Saudi funding of Islamic extremism has not ended, and its pernicious effects can be seen 
from Pakistan to Indonesia. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - David Petraeus once told me that the most significant strategic shift 
during his time was the H-Bomb assembly line set up by USA Generals in Pakistan. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Saudi Arabia has created a monster in God is Great and giving its 
version of the Medal of Honor, 72 Virgins in Heaven for nuking Paris Fags! God and Great. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Saudi Prince and the 9/11 plotters just the tip of the iceberg. These 



problems are all dramatic, but underneath them all lies - lies God is Great. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Jimmy Carter riding his Nuke Sub to God said he is a peace with his 
maker. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - God is Great and gave him the money to buy the USS Jimmy Carter Sub 
with 72 H-Bombs not 72 Virgins, grin. Nuke Subs wait for Jimmy Carter in his Heaven. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Brain + Breast Cancer Rx Cure were nuked killed by Jimmy Carter's 
inner circle! 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Mohammed says God is Great and nuke the fags in Paris. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Japan watches it all on 1984 II Comcast and after Paris is Nuked will 
build a memorial. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Humanitarian cost of the USS Jimmy Carter Sub with Nukes is Hell no 
one believes in but for 72 virgins and 72 nuke subs are Gods rewards in their personal Heaven. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Virgin Mary Statue, Intact Among Ecuador’s Quake Ruins, Becomes a 
Beacon of Hope - 
4-22-2016 BBC News - Apple-Starbucks opened 0 stores Starbucks opened 884 stores over the 
past year. "Starbucks; In June, it will open a most profitable store, at Disneyland Shanghai. The 
company remains on track to have 25,000 stores open globally by the end of the year. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - God's views on Gay issues! 
4-22-2016 BBC News - "Trump’s Views on Gay Issues Set Him Apart in the G.O.P." By 
MAGGIE HABERMAN Donald J. Trump’s ease with gay people does not seem to be the result 
of deep soul searching, but, rather, the product of the Manhattan social and political world he 
has inhabited the past five decades. 
4-22-2016 BBC News - God's views on Gay issues! 
4-22-2016 BBC News Islamic State Mines Kill Dozens of Civilians Returning to Ramadi - NY 
Times - NY Times Minds kill millions via spray painted black clouds of poison gasoline exhaust 
on Duval Key West, no mind that headlines should be No Gas Stations on Earth Era 1980 to 
2016 was suppressed by our 1984 II Mindless Dictators. 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi Arabia" 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Saudi Arabia" 
4-22-2016 BBC News French Minister Says Paris Meeting for Mideast Peace Needed - French 
Minister Says give Jimmy Carter another Nobel Peace Prize, grin! 
4-22-2016 "Wondering What Caused the Cancer" By MIKKAEL A. SEKERES, M.D. Many of 
my patients ask what caused their cancer. I often wonder the same thing. Greg + Wives would 
say many cancers are caused by the spray painted black clouds of gasoline exhaust. Lead in the 
air + water. Like the element Hydrogen. Unthought about and the Quarks that make a atom of 
hydrogen. Unlike Hydrogen poison atoms are from gas cars. Alcohol Coors might cause as many 
cancers as VW... and lie about it too. Grin. 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Coors" 
4-22-2016 New York Times Op-Ed Contributors "Don’t Let Americans Sue Coors" 
4-22-2016 
4-22-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD 



4-22-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc... 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW 
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG 
TRANSPYRE VS810PP Android. 

Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!



Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 



http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 

4-22-2016 Apple-Starbucks iYaleMedical School. Yale Lawyers sue to stop it's merger! 

4-21-2016 - A Welcome and Overdue Change to the $20 Bill OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, 
Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10. Robert Kennedy Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends 
to the $100, Now the USA has 2 murdered wife's "on the money!" Alexander Hamilton gets to 
stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 God is Great is Raising Tension on Jimmy Carter's Death Bed... Hell doesn't scare 
anyone in "War." Submarine's (2) Pictured Big as the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub on the 
front page of the NY Times Today! Russia Bolsters Its Submarine Fleet not its Nobel's. Three 
New York Times journalists discuss the Ocean of Space Shuttles Fleet that was sunk by these 3 
Nuke Subs. GE Dad of the Sandy Hook killer of grade school kids infected all the Jimmy 
Carters world wide. Saudi Arabia, President Obama and his counterparts were expected to 
discuss mass murder via spray painted black clouds of gasoline exhaust! Obama and King 
Salman of Saudi Arabia Meet, but Depth of the Universe at 13 Billion light years has no side 
effects on Obama or King Salman as Allah is Great at Brainwashing! “Saturday Night Live” 
parody skit about “God's Not Dead 2” was written by their inner circle of Men with Syphilis. 
Skit about the Jewish Alien Coup written for Obama + King Salman will be a winner! First 
Criminal Charges against Jimmy Carter will come from the Nobel Peace Prize + Mr. Nobel! 
Mitsubishi Admits Cheating on Fuel-Economy Tests and none of the NY Times Journalists 
wrote about the deaths of 5th grade kids from Mitsubishi's spray painted black clouds of 
gasoline exhaust in todays article titled "Mitsubishi Admits Cheating on Fuel-Economy Tests!" 
"Volkswagen Deal on Emissions Cheating in U.S. Is Expected" By JACK EWING "A Busy 
Queen Elizabeth II Pencils In a 90th Birthday at Saint Jude Children's Hospitals in the USA." 
By DAN BILEFSKY A Busy Queen Elizabeth II Pencils In a 90th Birthday in the "Burn Units" 
from fiery SUV + Cop Cars with gasoline engines, can you even imagine Queen Elizabeth 
driving a gravity engine car in 2016 London... Hell No! Hell No We Won't go and Invent a 
Gravity Engine! India Says It Wants One of the Crown Jewels Back From Britain - Jimmy 
Carters Habitat for Humanity Wants One of the IP invention projects back From Britain, two 



really the Stage 4 Rx Overnight Cure and the Gravity Engine in the Era of Queen Elizabeth. 
Will Queen Elizabeth live long enough to see the Gravity Engine and Hear Jewish Aliens? God 
rules Jimmy Carter must pay for the terrible deaths of 5th graders at Sandy Hook; BP Oil 
Campus! God is Great is Raising Tension on Jimmy Carter's Death Bed... Senator Edward M. 
Kennedy went to Grand Central Terminal on March 26, 1980, to thank New Yorkers for his 
upset victory over President Jimmy Carter in the Democratic presidential primary the day 
before. Brain + Breast cancer would have been cured with the Euphoria of the invention of the 
Ford ElectricWindmillCar on Christmas Day 1980. 
4-21-2016 OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 Robert Kennedy Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends to the $20, Now the USA has 2 
murdered wife's "on the money!" Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 China’s President, Xi Jinping, Gains a New Title: "Commander in Chief" By 
AUSTIN RAMZY The title reflects the president’s desire to have a more direct role over the 
armed forces, a professor said. China’s President, Xi Jinping, will be overthrown by a MD 
Woman Professor from the Yale Beijing Medical School, she has a office on the 155th floor of 
the Medical School. China’s President, Xi Jinping, lives in the cold war nuke bomb shelter 
under Beijing. Being a Female Architect in a Male-Dominated Field - Being a Woman MD when 
Men MD's put water in the Polio vaccination on orders from the CIA then Gunmen killed seven 
police officers guarding polio workers in two separate attacks in a suburb of Pakistan's largest 
city Wednesday, and again tomorrow. Greg and wives in Key West today are held POW's not 
allowed to brainstorm the Polio vaccine put in drinking water by our Commanders in Chief who 
like the title! "Commander in Chief" coup via Women MD professor will arrest the CIA men 
MD's who started this Polio War and the Czar of Russia heirs who build Subs pictured on the 
front page of today's NY Times instead of brainstorming a way to put Polio vaccine in Moscow 
drinking water. Yale and Harvard car sale men sold Xi gas engine cars. None of the Yale + 
Harvard car sale men could have gotten into Yale + Harvard medical school but if they did they 
would have been passed even though they failed by MD Men following orders from our 1984 II 
Dictators! Kerry Failed Yale and Humanity! "Surgery: The Neglected Stepchild of Global 
Health" By EMILY BRUNO and MARK G. SHRIME 5 billion people around the world cannot 
access safe or affordable surgery. Dr. Kerry MD. By Andrew M. Duehren and Daphne C. 
Thompson 6 hours ago Harvard will formally recognize the Air Force Reserve Officer Training 
Corps program Friday, renewing relations decades after the University expelled the program 
during Vietnam War-era protest. Oil War Era gives $777 Trillion to the AF in War Toys from 
gas station hold ups. Harvard fails Humanity Today in History. Harvard Medical School Passes 
70 Percent of Capital Campaign Goal. By Sruthi L. Muluk 6 hours ago As of March 1, Harvard 
Medical School had raised $531 million, achieving just over 70 percent of its goal of $750M. 
Harvard Crimson News Today. $777 Trillion in oil revenues! Yale Daily News today has... It’s a 
match. This year, 682 Yale students swabbed their cheeks and joined the bone marrow registry 
for the Mandi Schwartz drive. Since the annual drive began in 2009, 5,299 have signed up, and 
30 lives have been saved with patient-donor matches. The peak number of students to register in 
a single year was 921 in 2010. 
4-21-2016 OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 Robert Kennedy Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends to the $20, Now the USA has 2 
murdered wife's "on the money!" Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 

4-21-2016 First Draft: Hillary Clinton to Discuss Gun Violence in Connecticut With Sandy Hook 
Families without Leaking GE Dad + Mom... GE killed 100 Million 5th Grade kids World Wide 
and Hillary Clinton will refuse to Discuss this GE Genocide Today! CIA to pay death benefits to 
Sandy Hook kids... C.I.A. to Pay death benefits to Relatives of Terror Victims. By NICHOLAS 
FANDOS The agency will pay death benefits to families of unmarried and childless federal 
employees or contractors killed in acts of terrorism overseas. GE killed this Sandy Hook grade 
school kids via the CIA life style of No 1980 ElectricWindillFord Escort but Wind Farms by GE 
which made Trillions in profits! By MUJIB MASHAL and JAWAD SUKHANYAR Mechanics 
became drivers and clerks nurses as a small department sprang into action after the deadliest 
attack on the Afghan capital in 15 years of war. War started in 1980 with the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort in the CIA garage! 15 Ambulances and Hundreds of Victims: Kabul 



Attack Gives Service Grim Test - Kerry failed Yale + God sent Ford ElectricWindmill Escort 
Ambulances. 
4-21-2016 OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 Robert Kennedy Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends to the $20, Now the USA has 2 
murdered wife's "on the money!" Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 If Police Stairwell Shooting Was Accidental, Circumstances Around It Were Not. 
Now that former Officer Peter Liang has avoided prison for fatally shooting Akai Gurley, 
questions turn to the broken elevator, broken lights and police practice that made the deadly 
episode possible. By ALAN FEUER Alan Feuer at the NY Times knows he should put the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort into his story of the cop shooting in NYC as the Ford would have 
changed NYC and the World but for the Criminals who are our top brass at 1984 II HQ. IP 
invention projects in 1980 would have never designed this building with stairwells! Gravity 
Engines would raise to the floor! Lifestyle of the cop + the black criminal would never have been 
masterminded by 1980 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat leaders of the 1984 III Era in 1980. 

4-21-2016 OJ's Wife ascends to the $20, Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 
4-21-2016 Robert Kennedy Jr.'s Wife Mary Kennedy ascends to the $20, Now the USA has 2 
murdered wife's "on the money!" Alexander Hamilton gets to stay on the $10 

4-21-2016 
Ford's 1980 - 2016 ElectricWindmillEscort's in the 9/11 Memorial Museum! 
Ford's 1980 - 2016 ElectricWindmillEscort's in the 9/11 Election Results! 
4-20-2016 “Saturday Night Live” parody skit about Fiery SUV's + Cop Cars episode will be 
produced! Pat Boone says last weekend's “Saturday Night Live” parody skit about “God's Not 
Dead 2” is offensive to Christians, Jews and homosexuals, and thinks the long-running show is 
feeding cynicism in America. 1984 II Dictators feed this show! 
4-20-2016 "Gas Stations" Should Not Ignore The Pressure to Quit for the Good of Humanity" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD New York Times. New York’s primary results will bring new 
calls for both parties’ underdogs to drop out. Voters, not anyone else, should rule in "No Gas 
Stations On Earth Era", to Hell with the NY Times Editorial Board as they most likely have 
$681 million in a off shore bank account from BP Oil. "No Gas Stations On Earth Era", Isn’t a 
Coup, It’s a Cover-Up By CELSO ROCHA DE BARROS at the NY Times!! New York Primary 
Takeaways: Trump and Clinton Wins Highlight Opponents' Limits! New York Times - 
Supporters of Donald J. Trump on Tuesday night at Trump Tower in Manhattan. In New York 
on Tuesday, Hillary Clinton and Donald J. Trump proved they are front-runners for good 
reason. $681 million in a off shore bank account from BP Oil... Votes for "No Gas Stations On 
Earth Era," didn't make headlines in the NY Times Today! No Yale NYC Medical School 155 
Stories built on a Eiffel Tower Structure out of Titanium. 

Ford's 1980 - 2016 ElectricWindmillEscort's in the 9/11 Memorial Museum! 
Ford's 1980 - 2016 ElectricWindmillEscort's in the 9/11 Election Results! 
4-20-2016 Crucial Victories in "No Gas Stations On Earth Era" By PATRICK HEALY and 
MAGGIE HABERMAN at the New York Times. Donald J. Trump reclaimed control of the 
Republican race with no public remarks about No Gas Stations Era on Earth! Test for Yale + 
Harvard Alumni they can no longer pass "Gas"! 
4-20-2016 'Obama Arrives in Saudi Arabia Amid New Tensions" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 
President Obama arrived barely a day after expressing support for the release of documents 
implicating Saudi officials in the United States in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Greg + Wives in 


